STEP 1
Open a new artboard and select smart guides.

STEP 2
Draw a centre circle and petal using the ellipse tool.

STEP 3
Select both elements with the main selection tool. Centre the elements.

STEP 4
Select the petal only with the main selection arrow.

STEP 5
Select the rotate tool. Click the circle centre with the rotate tool with alt held down.

STEP 6
Type in 360/24 (use forward slash key it has a question mark above it) Click COPY.

STEP 7
Select transform again to repeat the petals.

STEP 8
Colour the petals using swatches and colour palette - found in the window menu.

For further information visit my YouTube channel for a demonstration on how to create a London Eye graphic:
https://youtu.be/wpNUVsKdD8w